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Post mortem

All the news that fits in print
……….by arlene port

WELCOME

TO THE PITTSBURGH SPRING SECTIONAL
We’re so glad you could join us. If you just do as we say, you will be
fine. An that is: EAT, PLAY, NOSH, PLAY, ENJOY. We insist. The
only other request we have is that you save some of the masterpoints for
the rest of us. Page 2 has the schedule of events and if you have any
questions, just ask one of the names listed on the flyer. They know
everything. SEE YOU AT THE TABLE!
AND DON’T FORGET

WHAT:
WHEN:
WHERE:
WHAT TIME:
WHO WILL BE THERE:

PBA AWARDS PARTY
FRIDAY, MAY 18 2018
WILKINS TOWNSHIP (Unit Game Site)
7:00 PM Come early to enjoy the food.
EVERYONE WHO HAS WON A UNIT
AWARD AND ALL OF THOSE WHO
COME TO HONOR THEM.
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POST CARDS
It’s great to see Jim and Barbara Klein back at the
bridge table . They were away too long. Welcome - and
have a good time.
.
Theresa Wagner, a long and active member of the Pittsburgh bridge community, became ill about 3-4 months ago.
Because she can no longer drive, she has been absent from
the game. If you would like to send a card, her address is:
8060Chaske Street, Verona, PA 15147. I know she would
love to hear from you.
IN MEMORY
Dr. Norman Williams died in April. Married to Alice,
Norman was a very accomplished bridge player and an active member of the PBA.. Until illness forced him to stop,
he played regularly at our local games. Norman was much
more than a fine bridge player, he was a highly respected
physician who had his practice in Pittsburgh. He was also a
very nice man who never complained about his debilitating
illness. Our deepest condolences to Alice and his children.
He may have passed away, but his memory will be with us
forever.
Ada Nye, a North Hills regular, passed away in early April
at 91 years of age . She played often and well when the
games were at the Masonic Center. She was a well liked
partner and opponent, always gracious at the table and
away. Ada has not played in several years and has been
missed. She was a Silver Life Master. ...Phyllis Geinzer
NOTE
As of June 1,2018, the Pittsburgh Bridge Association will no long award
free entries for winners.
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UP THE LADDER POST

BRIDGE BYTES

………………...By Ernie Retetagos
3 NO TRUMP

The play of 3 NT is interesting after North leads a 4th best 8 of diamonds. If declarer
lets the 10 hold the first trick, they will soon regret it. South will hold up twice in clubs.
If you continue with a 3rd round ,they can win and return their 2nd diamond to the King,
which holds. You can now only come to 8 tricks. If you switch to attack spades after 2
rounds of clubs, that won't work either because North has A J 5 of spades to go along
with their diamond suit. Life is easier if you win the diamond King at trick one, creating
an entry. Now, after South wins the 3rd round of clubs, the defense has to shift to hearts
on this trick or the next. The Jack wins, and declarer should just cash one more club,
pitching a red card. The Queen of spades continuation, followed by another spade, guarantees 9 tricks in all variations.
5

Paul H O'Neill
SECTIONAL MASTER
Alice I Hand
NABC MASTER

James W Gump
SILVER LIFE MASTER
MaryA Illson
Donald H Toy
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CONGRATULATIONS

In hand # 2, East wants to be in game if partner has help in clubs. Every
partnership should have a way of getting to game with a long minor and invitational
values. Some pairs play that a 3 club response shows this type of hand. If opener has a
card in clubs, they should accept the invitation, and bid 3 NT regardless of point count.
Other pairs play 4 way transfers. If 2 spades is a transfer to clubs, opener can, by
agreement, bid 3 clubs or 2 NT, to show if they like or do not like clubs. If opener says
that they like clubs, responder should bid 3 NT. .

CLUB MASTER

“BE AFRAID. THEY’RE COMING TO GET US”.!!

defended against. East would bid 2 clubs and hear partner rebid 2 diamonds. Even
though opener denies a major, East still has to bid game. If they just rebid 2 NT, I
wouldn't blame West for passing with their featureless box. Opener would usually accept
with 16 high card points. With 10 HCPs, East has to bid 3 NT. Game rates to make
more often than not, and you want to be in the same, normal contract as the majority of
the room. After a club lead to the Ace, game looks very iffy. I'd probably start by leading
a heart to the Queen, which holds. No matter how you continue, South holds King 3rd
of clubs, and every suit was friendly, so most declarers made 10 tricks.

Frances O Mosle
Laura Mundell
Lawrence J Rosen
Barbara S Todd

CONGRATULATIONS!!

Hand # 1, in spite of it's Q 6 3 in almost every suit, is a real hand that I

LET’S FACE IT. THESE ARE THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE!

In each of the following hands, several pairs had trouble finding their way to 3
NT. West would deal and open a 15-17 point 1 no trump.
W
E
W
E
#1 S- A Q 8
S- K 4 3 2
#2 S- K 10 8 7
S- Q 6 2
H- Q 6 3
H- K 10 7 4
H- A K Q 3
H-J
D- A Q 6 3 D- 9 8 7 2
D- K 7
D- Q 10 6
C- Q 6 3
C- A
C- Q 7 4
C- K J 10 9 85

JUNIOR MASTER

A GREAT DAY AT THE NATIONALS……….Craig Biddle
I played in a Regional Swiss yesterday with Bernie Greenspan as my partner and Fred Schenker and Bernie
Fudor as teammates. As game time approached, the room became flooded with the stars of bridge, since the
Vanderbilt KO starts tomorrow and people were using this event as a tuneup.
For our first match, my table opponents were Simon de Wijs and Bauke Muller, who have both won
the Bermuda Bowl, one of the annual world team championships On the first board, Bernie and I found a difficult defense to beat 3NT after de Wijs found it impossible to resist declaring 3NT with QJxxxx of the suit Bernie opened, despite Muller having announced a strong hand with good spades. (Bernie and Fred played 2S
making 4 at the other table.) A few boards later, our opponents had a strong 1C auction that revealed little except that dummy had no 5-card major or 6-card minor and short clubs. I was on lead with S-xx H-10x D-Q9xx
C-Q10987 and chose to lead the C10. Dummy had S-KQJx H-AJ32 D-A10xxx C-void. Declarer pitched a
diamond from dummy and Bernie won the ace and returned the C6. Declarer now went into the tank, since his
club holding was KJxxx. Eventually, he judged to play the CJ here; I won the Q and cleared clubs as he pitched
2 more diamonds from dummy. Declarer, who had been dealt S-Axx H-Q8x D-Jx C-KJxxx, now led a low
heart and I echoed (thoughtlessly) with the H10 as the HJ lost to the HQ. Bernie decided to play a low heart
back, and declarer huddled again, finally deciding to go up with the HQ. That left him with vague squeeze
chances and the chance of a 3-3 heart break, but none of that came about and he was down 1.
After the hand was over, I remarked to declarer that my H10 had been a mistake, and that he could
have made it. Declarer agreed, but dummy could not resist chiming in with, "Yes, he overestimated you." We
all had a good laugh. for We won this match by 15 IMP to score 16 VP (out of 20).
In the next round we drew two members of the Irish Junior National team at our table, playing with
their coach and sponsor at the other. Bernie and I got to 3NT from the unlucky side, they found the killing lead,
and beat us a trick. At the other table, they played 3NT from the other side, natural lead and they made it. On
the next board, Fred and Bernie got to slam needing to lose no trump trick from AJx opposite K10xxxx (a bit
better than 50%) but failed to find the Qxx of trump. Later in the match, Bernie and I got to an animal 3NT
with 8 sure winners and Kxx in declarer's hand opposite xxx and we madeit. We lost by 5 IMP’s
For the third round, we drew a couple of Israeli internationals. On the first board, we played 3NT
with S-A1097 opposite K432, there were two aces to lose, and the hand on lead (the SA hand was declarer)
decided to lead the SQ from QJ8x, so we had 9 tricks, as did the declarer in 4S at the other table. A couple of
boards later, the opponents reached 5D needing to pick up a trump suit of KJ10 opposite A8xxx for no loser,
with an opening bid from the hand behind the KJ10, and the other hand marked with the SA from the first
trick. Naturally enough, he played K, then J, and lost to the Q. Down 2. At the other table, the opening bidder
decided to lead from his XX in trump to protect his high cards. Later in this match, I had S-108xxx H-Jxx D-x
C-QJxx. LHO opened 1C (could be 2), Bernie overcalled 1D, and RHO bid 2D to show 6+ H weak or GF. I
passed, of course, and LHO bid 2H. Now Bernie chimed in with 2S, RHO bid 4H, and I bid 4S. This was
passed around to RHO, who now bid 5C. I doubled this, LHO removed to 5H, and Bernie bid 5S. LHO doubled this, with reason since he had S-Kx H-xx D-KQ10xx C-A10xx, but Bernie had S-AQxxx H-Ax D-AJxxxx
C-void and they led a diamond; Bernie was able to ruff four (!) diamonds in dummy while taking one trump
finesse, establishing his last diamond for a vulnerable overtrick and +1050. Meanwhile, Fred and Bernie got
doubled at the 5-level and went for 800. We won a blitz!
In the 4th round, we drew Jill Levin (wife of Bobby ) and daughter of Gail Greenberg, a great woman
en player. We had a very good match and won by 18 and were 11'th place at dinner.
In the evening session, we faced Johan Sylvan and Frederick Wrang, two Swedes who finished 2nd in
the Bermuda Bowl in 2015. At the other table, Bernie and Fred had to field Roy Welland and Sabine Auken,
easily the craziest pair in top-level bridge. They beat us by 14 with a long succession of small pickups, and a 7
IMP pickup when Roy and Sabine found a triple squeeze defending 1NT by Bernie, and beat him 4 (!) tricks
vulnerable. Bernie and I contributed to the debacle also by getting to a shaky vulnerable game that needed 22 . Humorous sidelight on this match; after Sylvan went -1 in 3S with several cards wrong, Wrang remarked
that his partner was an excellent declarer but was very bad at finesses.
For the 6th match, we drew Paul Fireman (founder of Fidelity Investments) and Gavin Wolpert; they
blitzed us when Fred and Bernie got to a poorish slam that failed by multiple tricks on a 4-1 trump break, and
Fred had a lapse and went down in a cold game.
(Cont. on page 8)
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PBA EVENTS 3-MONTH CALENDAR 2018
May
4
Club Championship
11
Unit Championship Swiss Teams
18
Unit Grass Roots Fund Game & Awards Night
25
No game—Cleveland Regional
June
1
NAOP QUALIFIER
3
(Sunday) Barb Bergman - Lou Joseph Swiss Teams
8
Unit Championship & PBA Board Meeting
14
STaC Pairs - Special Thursday Game
15
STaC Pairs
22
Unit Championship Swiss Team
29
Unit Championship
July
6
NAOP QUALIFIER
13
PITTSBURGH SECTIONAL @ MASONIC
20
Unit Championship
And in the 7th match, we drew a strong Canadian team and lost by 6
when Fred and Bernie again went down in a slam that was not bid at our table. Curious hand from this match - on the first board with the opponents vulnerable, I saw Bernie open 1D (promising 4) and RHO overcall 1S. What's so curious about that? I held S-AJ952 H-97 D-AQ1063 C-5. I decided to cue-bid,
Bernie denied anything extra by rebidding 3D, and I went into a long tank. One
of Bernie's possible hand types, though, was a balanced 12-14 with 4D, so I
passed. Bernie made 11 tricks on a spade lead; a trump lead would have held
him to 10. And Bernie and I jockeyed the opponents into the lovely contract of
4NT (again, vulnerable) and beat it 3 tricks. At the state of the match, I should
have doubled - this would have netted us a win by a single IMP. And then there
was this board, where I aged Bernie by at least 6 months in the space of 7
minutes or so. I opened 1C (12-14 balanced with 3+ clubs or 44 majors and 3D,
or 15+ with clubs, or 18+ with any long suit) and his RHO overcalled 1S. With
S-KJxx H-x D-J10xx C-K10xx, he bid 1NT of course. I bid 3H, natural with
18+ (2H also would have shown this, so he knew I had extra hearts). He bid
3NT, of course. Now I huddled for a while and bid 4C; he raised of course. But
I bid 5H and he passed. Now his RHO thought for a long while and led the
DA. It went small, small, K. Another long huddle, and the SA, low, low,
Q. Now a looooong huddle, and another spade. I played the SK and pitched a
club, led a heart to the A, and claimed when everyone followed since I had been
dealt S-Q H-AKQ10xxxx D-K C-Axx,
But we finished over average in a field studded with stars, and Bernie
G and I generally had good results. I met a lot of very nice people who just happen to be really, really good bridge players, and had a generally good time even
though, measured by masterpoints, I only won 1.95.
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INTERNET POST

You are South, IMP’s, both vulnerable
You hold:
S
A 10 2
H
AQ9
D
----C
A 10 9 7 6 3 2
The bidding is:
NORTH EAST
SOUTH
WEST
1S
PASS
2C
PASS
2D
PASS
2S
PASS
3D
PASS
3H
PASS
4D
PASS ? WHAT DO YOU
BID?

Steve Nolan 6S. If partner had the missing
high spades and solid diamonds and a distributional monster, I would have expected
a jump shift in the second round. So something is missing (probably the spade king or
queen) and I don't think the grand slam
should be bid. Odds on the small slam
coming in are excellent so I bid it.

Jane Marshall: 6 Spades. My hand
shouldn't take control with a 4NT keycard
bid. What would I do with the information? My hand is too good for us to stop
at 4 spades. If 6 doesn't make, why did
Richard Katz 6S I would bid six spades
partner bid diamonds 3rd time??? I don't
and hope to make it. Seven may make,
know a scientific bid which fits this probbut with suggested trump out, not worth
lem.
risk.
Trudy Cohn: 6S I will bid 6 spades.
Partner is at least 6 of each suit. He will
have to either establish his diamond by
ruffing in my hand or set up my clubs if
he has at least one club for transportation.
It's going to be a tough hand but looks as
if we can make it.

Bill Holt: 5S “How good are your
spades?” If most of partner’s HCP are in
diamonds then 6 is in jeopardy. Holding
KQJ of S we might make 7. I don’t want to
lose the match in 7 going down so will settle for 6 with my misfitted, but control-rich
hand

Chris Wang .I bid 4NT . If partner shows
1 key card, I sign off in 5S If partner
Herb Sachs: 7S Seven spades-feel
shows 2 key cards, without the trump
frisky Although 4D didn't aid my thought queen, I bid 6S If partner shows 2 key
process, partner MUST have interest in a cards with the trump queen, I bid 5NT and
grand with six/six or at worst six five;
see where it goes.
seven spades should have a very good
play if not a laydown.

Jack Hawthorne: I bid 6S. It might
make 7 in a perfect world, and if so, I
should bid 5NT, but I’ll settle for six.
Paul Caplan: 6 spades it sounds like
partner is 6-6 in spades and diamonds.
there should have a play for 6 maybe 7
but that is hard to find
9

Fred Schenker: I bid 5S. Bid 6 with 2 of
top 3 honors. Don't know if it makes, but it
is red imps. I'd prefer to have a 4th S, but
pard might be 6-5. If pard doesn't have KQ
of S, I'm pretty sure we can make
Gail Carns 4N Keycard blackwood I don't
want be be 7S without the SQ

Asim Ulke I bid 5S. A general slam
try. Partner is at least 5-5 in S and D. I
do not have enough Spades to cover
the losers in diamonds. H queen is
wasted
Stan Ruskin 4H It sounds to me that
7S is a distinct possibility. Once I bid
2S, which should set the trump suit,
other bids are cue bids so 3D and 4D
should be the AKD. If partner has
KQxxxS or KQxxxxS, there should
be an excellent play for 7S. Partner
could also have this hand and have
XXC and we would have no play for
the grand slam so I need to find out if
he has 2nd round control of C. Thus, I
would bid 4H (I know, I don’t have
the KH) and see what follows. If he
has a singleton C, he should bid 5C
and if not 4S since there isn’t anything left to show. If he does bid 5C,
I will bid 5NT which should be asking for 2 of the 3 top honors in S to
bid 7S and if not to settle for 6S.
Ernie Retetagos: 4 No Trump. If
partner shows 2 key cards with the
Queen, I'll bid 5 NT. Maybe partner
can bid 7, knowing that we have all
the key cards.
INTERNET POST RESULTS:
BID Nat.
Pgh Award
5C
7
0
100
4H
4
1
90
4NT
3
3
80
5S
2
3
80\
4S
6
0
70
6S
3
6
60
5NT
2
0
50
7S
0
1
N/A
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HOW EXPERTS VOTED
Steve Beatty
4NT
David Berkowitz
5C
Augie Boehm
5C
Bart Bramley
4S
Larry Cohen
4S
Billy Eisenberg
6S
Russ Ekeblad
6S
Mark Feldman
4H
Robert Friend
5NT
Russ Grabel
4H
Allan Graves
5C
Joe Grue
4H
Barbara Haberman
6S
Carl Hudecek
5C
Sami Kehela
6S
Danny Kleinman
4S
Eric Kokish
4S
Sidney Lazard
5NT
Mike Passell
4NT
Pratap Rajadhyaksha
5C
Arthur Robinson
5C
David Rowntree
4NT
Jeff Rubens
5S
Ira Rubin
4S
Robert Wolff
4S
Kit Woolsey
4H
Zia
5C
Rationale for bidding 5C: Most were
not certain the distribution; 5-5, 5-6?
And were not thrilled with their void,
but showed 3rd control and let partner make the decision.

FIRST AT THE POST

1 May

2
3
4 PBA UNIT
CHAMPIONSHIP
5

Wed
Thurs
Tues
Tues
Wed
Tues
Tues

FOUR IN A ROW
Allegheny CC

Fri

15

Doris Hess

Sun
Mon
Fri
Mon

William Lindgren Glenshaw
Harold Haffner
Glenshaw
Joseph Secka Sr
Whitehall

Wed
Mon
Mon

Wed

Nancy's Sunday Dinner Club
Glenshaw
Wilkins
Whitehall

16

Teresa Dristas
Ronald Franck
Asim Ulke
Joseph Bernot

TWO IN A ROW
Tues
Tues
Fri
Tues
Wed
Wed
Fri
Tues
Tues
Wed
Wed
Fri
Tues

Trudy Friedman
Joseph Bernot
Asim Ulke
Bharat Shah
Kenneth Eichler
Barbara Piatt
Midge Villella
Alan Leaver
Judi Sonon
Robert Quinlan
Peggy Shivetts
Bradley Craig
Dennis Gibboney

South Hills NLM Tues
Wilkins
Thurs
Rodef
Mon
South Hills
Tues
Greensburg
Wed
Chartiers-Houston Fri
South Hills NLM Tues
Zelionople
Tues
Rodef
Wed
Temple Emanuel Wed
Greensburg
Thurs
Greensburg
Fri
Greensburg
Wed

Fri

South Hills NLM
South Hills
Wilkins
O'Hara
Temple Emanuel
Moon
Chartiers-Houston
South Hills NLM
Zelionople
Rodef
Temple Emanuel
Wilkins
O'Hara

Thu

Judith Lorigan
David Collura
Thomas Jolly Jr
William Lindgren
Donald Averbach
John Killmeyer
Bettie McElhaney
Nancy Gusky
Philip Goulding
Nurit Elis
Constance Hoechstetter
Judy Haffner
Arlene Port

Tue

THREE IN A ROW

Sat

11

12

Pittsburgh Bridge Assoc MAY2018

30 April

Moon
Longue Vue
O'Hara
Zelionople
Glenshaw
South Hills
Indiana

14

John Killmeyer & Barbara Belardi
72.92
Margaret Ball & Mary Lou Katz
73.36
Constance Hoechstetter & William Lindgren 70.14
Philip Goulding & Alan Leaver
70.24
William Lindgren & Kenneth Bergman
73.70
Constance Hoechstetter & Robert Quinan 70.41
Judy Pierce & Ronald Sain
71.88

Mon

1

12

19

11PBA UNIT
SWISS TEAM . -

18Unit Grass
Roots Fund
Game &
Awards Night

26

10

17

257 (NO GAME)
Cleveland Regional

9

24

8

23

31

7

22

30

6

21

29

13

20

28

.70%+ GAMES

Sun

.

27

.

